NESTYis3

AdapTable: NESTYis3.
Aesthetics, functionality and ergonomic considerations contribute to staff motivation. Hovever,
these wellbeing in the workplace is a competitive factor for changing needs. Workplaces
also follow from efficient use of profitably space and efficiency. Change into multifunctional,
adaptable and stylish stages: today a place for a grand performance, tomorrow a retreat for a
project meeting. This certainly saves space costs, but it requires intelligent furniture. NESTYis3
is a intelligent piece of furniture. This range of stacking tables can be quickly and easily set up
by anyone, stands for meeting individual company requirements with the perfect scenario. The
design allows for the tables to be pushed together vertically, like a nested interlocking system
which everyone understands everywhere immediately. Based on its nesting ability we chose
the name – NESTYis3. A range of stacking tables that says "No" to wasting space. At the same
time, it creates a perfect atmosphere for communication, inspiration, concentration and
creativity. It is adaptable above all.

Configurations:
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Keep it simple! – the defining principles or the wish
to reduce to the essential – that is what the NESTYis3
table system stands for. NESTYis3 is extremely
stable, and beautifully thought through, right down
to the smallest detail. It is representative of elegance
and high quality. Within the office, it can be used in
various ways and always remains true to its exceptionally comfortable character. Instantly, the tables can
be folded, linked together, staggered, or put upright
using a simple handle, in order to rst again in its space
saving place.
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Virtuoso quick-change artist. Diverse as the functional
requirements for flexible workplaces nowadays, NESTYis3
is available in a wide range of shapes, colours, finishes
and frames to suit various worlds of work, and aesthetic
preferences. Hence, if offers a large rectangle or well
proportioned boat shape, a single colour or elegant
decorative coating as well as a frame in black, white,
brilliant silver or chrome design – in whatever,
functionality and individuality are harmoniously
combined within the NESTYis3 tables family.
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Boat shape

Release with handle,
easy to use

Optional table-to-table connector, can be connected without need for tools

Bumper to protect when nested

Refinement down to the smallest detail. It’s always the details that create relevance. This is reflected by its comfortable
handling; in the overall of the range. By using the unobtrusive table-table connectors, the “solitaire” quickly and simply
becomes a complete conference facility. Little “shock-absorbers” provide the perfect “impact protection” when it is needed,
while fitted modesty panel give ideal “privacy” if so desired. If floors are not exactly leveled, height-adjustable castors will
easily even things out. With such quality it goes without saying that seamless technology integration is available.

Routeing of cables

Height-adjustable and lockable castors

Electrification

Optional privacy screens, easy to mount
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Lengths of table in mm

Depth of table in mm

N6014/N7014
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1200
500
600
700
750
800
900
1000
1000 / 1100

-

/

Edge ABS (2mm) /
ABS (R50) with rubber
protection

/

/

/

N7515
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1600

N7016/N8016/N9016
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1400

1500

1600

-

-

-

-

Frame in black/
brilliant silver/white/
chromed

1500

1400

1200

N5012/N6012
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

-

/

/

/

-

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Electrification
Standard

Option – not available

Types of edges
All surface colours in melamine, direct coated (DBS) and HPL available

Edge ABS (2 mm)

Edge ABS R50 (with rubber
protection)

Edge ABS (model no.: N1132,
N1140, N1148)

Table top surfaces
All surface colours in melamine, direct coated (DBS) and HPL available

premium white

3 Jahre
Vollgarantie
3 Years

5 Jahre

white grey

full Langzeitgarantie
warranty
5 Years long term
warranty

dusty grey

GS tested safety

black

Quality produced
for the
environment

maple honey

natural beech

light oak

light cherry

light walnut

N8018/N9018/N1018
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

N1020
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1800
-

2000
-

-

-

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

N1132
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

3200
-

/

/

/

/

N1140
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

4000
-

/

4800

4000

3200

1800

2000
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/

/

/

N1148
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

4800
-

/

/

/

/

/

Environmentally-friendly manufactured and ecologically sound products are interstuhl’s trademark:
This had top priority when developing NESTYis3.
Our environmental management system complies
with the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001; Total
Quality Management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.

Product design: Justus Kolberg © interstuhl.
A table is a table is a table. When designers
design a table, they challenge themselves to
create that particular difference that makes a table
truly distinctive. In the case, the NESTYis3 table,
whith its organically shaped legs that give the
product its identity and elegance. A stable, robust
functionality, gives the effect of being both light
and flexible. “My design concept was based on
the resolution of this apparent contradiction.” Reconciling opposites is just what designer Justus
Kolberg has done so successfully for many years,
and earned him numerous awards in the process.
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